Find your purple frog!
Meet the purple frog. It looks like a mud pie with legs and sounds like a chicken – but
its story gets even stranger. You won’t find purple frogs in a river near you but look
carefully and you’ll find animals just as weird and wonderful.
1. Read my story
Read all about the purple frog on page 2.

Purple Frog
Scientific name: Nasikabatrachus sahyadrensis
Lives: Western Ghats of India
Population: Unknown
Weird and wonderful facts:
• Lives underground
• Comes out once a year to breed
• Digs burrows
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2. Find out which threatened species
are living near you
It’s easier to take action to protect wildlife
if we know what we’re protecting! Begin your
adventures in conservation by surveying the
wildlife in your own back yard. You could
choose a garden or park, or even just a
single bush, hedge or patch of ‘weeds’.
You will need: printed survey sheet (pages
3 and 4), pencil , tape measure, magnifying
glass (if you have one)
What to do: Pick a local area to explore and
use the survey sheets to record
your discoveries.
3. Make a purple frog bookmark
Add the Purple Frog On the EDGE bookmark
to your collection! Print, cut and fold the
template on page 5, following the instructions.
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My Story

I know what you’re thinking – I look less like a frog and more like

There might not be any purple frogs living near you, but there are

a shell-less turtle with a trunk! I don’t spend my time hopping

hundreds of local animals that need your help, from tiny insects to

around the riverbank like other frogs, either. I dig burrows and

garden birds and mammals. When we think about conservation,

spend most of my life hidden underground, only coming up to

images of exotic animals often flash through our minds. But local

the surface once a year to breed. Purple frogs were so good at

biodiversity is just as important, and needs

keeping a low profile, we were only discovered and named

protecting just as much.

by scientists in 2003!

Begin by exploring your local area carefully. What’s lurking under

Hidden for 100 million years, purple frogs have survived mass

stones and logs, hidden in ponds or curled up inside flowers?

extinctions, an ice age, and predators from dinosaurs to mammals.

Which animals visit at night to find food? Once you’ve made a list

But now, we’re under threat from the most dangerous animals of

of local biodiversity, see if you can name each animal and find

all – humans. Long before scientists named us, we’ve been hunted

out more about it. Every species is incredible in different ways.

for food, and for making traditional medicines. To make matters

Find out which animals are the ‘purple frogs’ of your local area

worse, our forest habitats are being turned into farmland to

and make it your mission to tell other people about them.

grow crops. Dams built to help water these crops are
changing the rivers we rely on.
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Find out which threatened species are living near you
Conservationists begin by finding out which animals are living in an area.
Pick a local habitat to survey.
Use these sheets to record your discoveries.

What to do: Pick a local area to explore and use the survey sheets to record your discoveries.

1. Describe the habitat:
Garden or park
School grounds
Grassland
Woodland or forest
		Farmland
		

Take care!
Don’t ever disturb animal homes.
Take care!
Replace any objects you lift up,
and don’t disturb log piles.

Other:

5. Signs of animal homes, such as burrows and bird nests:

6. Signs of animal footprints or tracks:
7. Other signs that animals have left behind, such as droppings,
insect eggs, webs or nibbled leaves:

2. Describe the plants growing there:
8. Animal sounds, such as birdsong:
3. Describe any sources of water for animals:

4. Describe any sources of food for animals:
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9. Is anything hiding underneath leaves or inside flowers?

10. Is anything hiding under stones or logs?
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Find out which threatened species are living near you
Use these spaces to draw each animal you spot. Make as many copies of this sheet as you need!
Back at home, do some research to find out what each animal is called and whether it is threatened.

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Habitat:

Habitat:

Habitat:

Habitat:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Interesting fact:

Interesting fact:

Interesting fact:

Interesting fact:

Take care! Be careful not to harm the wildlife you look at or the habitat they live in. Once you have looked at a creature and recorded details, return it to the place
where you found it. For example, if it was hidden, make sure you put it back in its hiding place or predators might come along as soon as you turn your back.
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Purple Frog Bookmark Template
Print this page and
follow the instructions
to fold a purple frog
bookmark for
yourself or a friend!
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Take care! Ask an adult to help
you to cut out any difficult parts.
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